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Display and Security Solutions for
Space Enclosure

Portrait or
landscape
mode

Optional tray
for sanitizer
or printer

Quick Lock and
Unlock key
mechanism

T-bar
lock slot

Brandable
panel

Tilt & Swivel
counter mount

Space Wall Tablet
Enclosure

- High-grade aluminum enclosure
with rounded edges
- Designed for improved ventilation
- Continuous charging while mounted
- 100mm x100mm VESA pattern

Space 360

Space
Brand Me
Anti-droop
bendable arm
with cable
management

Screen tilt

Swivel

Space Flex

Space Rise

Stands & Mounts
Stands
Mounts

Swing Arm

Full tilt
screen

Pan

- Tilt, pan, and swing for multiple display angles

- Mount on the wall, counter-top, or any flat surface
- Great for limited space and corners

- Extended arm up to 10 inches off the wall

Swing arm

Reach Arm

Tilt arm
move up
and down

- Compatible with 75 and 100mm VESA

- Arm mount extends out to 24" with 16" lift
- Quick slide on / off display mount
- Wall mount or desk clamp

Suitable for

Stands & Mounts

Rugged Case Stand
Suitable for
Double your tablet protection with a

Portrait or
landscape
mode

Swivel &
Screen tilt

strong stand, designed for an active
environment

- Adjustable to fit sizes 7" - 13"
Suited for
counter or
wall mount

- Easy lock and release mechanism
- Screen tilt and swivel

New Product!

Magnetix
Magnetix Wall Tablet Mount
Magnetix is an innovative magnetic mounting solution,
compatible with any tablet. The Magnetix tablet stand has a
unique design that enables the user to lift and use the tablet
while it is still secured to the stand, and easily dock it back to
place with magnets. It is the ultimate solution for businesses
like Banks, Restaurants, Hotels, Healthcare services,
Self-service stands, etc.

See how it works >

New Product!

Magnetix

Universal.
100mm VESA
mount

Mix & Match With Stands and Wall mounts

Magnetix Wall
Tablet Mount

Lock slot

- Universal mount system for VESA 100mm
- Mounted/hand-held and cable secured
- Enhances ADA Compliance
- Easily switch between orientations and positions

Magnetix
Wall Mount

Magnetix
Reach Arm

Optional
Edge Case

Magnetix
AV Capsule

Magnetix
Counter Stand
Suitable for

Stands & Mounts
Improve customer service and business image, by
adding accessible, yet secured Tablets and iPads to
your business. Our solutions are designed to fit
anywhere - on a counter, on the floor, or the wall,
providing solutions for every environment.

Stands & Mounts

Hover Tab
Security Stand
- Samsung tablet security stand

Secured
with key
lock

- Portrait or landscape mode

- Strong adhesive security plate
- 60-degree display angle

Cling Tablet Stand
- Universal, compatible with tablets 7" - 13"
Wall mount

and Counter
Stand

- Rotates between portrait and landscape
mode

- 100mm x 100mm VESA Mount
- Secure Cable Management

Suitable for

On the Move

Tablet Hand Grip
Universal
hand grip

- Adjustable strap for a comfortable
fit, even with gloves

- Industrial-strength adhesive

- Integrated security cable lock slot

360
screen
rotation

Tilt and swivel
movement

Grip and Dock
Tablet Stand
- Secured “Grab & Go" tablet stand
- Quick lock and release system
- Wall or counter-top mount
- Optional swivel base

Suitable for

Extra protection for mobile use

Edge Case Rugged Tablet
Protection
Suited for use
with the Hand
Grip

Rubber case
to protect the
tablet

Cutouts for
buttons, ports,
and cameras

Rubberized for
a firm grip

SHIELD - Tempered Glass
Screen Protector
Shatter-proof and
scratch-resistant

Crystal clear image
resolution

Nano-coating to
repel finger
marks and dust
Maintains
touchscreen
sensitivity

Suitable for

Locks

Compulocks offers the best Lock

adapters and cables to help you secure
and protect your Samsung Tablets

Love it - Lock it!

Blade Lock Adapter
- Fits all Samsung tablets
- Extremely durable

- Compatible with standard T-bar cable

compatible with
any netbook,
tablet or laptop

Tablet Lock Adhesive
Security Plate Lock
- Low-profile Universal Security Plate
Low-profile
Universal
Security Plate

- 3M VHB Industrial Adhesive

- Loop Ended Cable for "Anywhere" Tethering

Suitable for

Store & Charge

USB Charging Dock
- 10 ports USB charging hub for
mobile phones and tablets

- Cooling fan to prevent overheating
- Multi-protection safety system

10 USB
ports

- High-efficiency electric rectification

CartiPads - Solo,
Uno & Duo

- Simultaneously store & charge 16/32

Modular
design

devices of up to 13”

- Modular slotted inserts

- Rubberized anti-slip interior

- Ventilated and secured design
Suitable for

Case Study
The Solution
Compulocks designed a custom hybrid

both portrait and landscape viewing

aluminium and a rubber and silicone

clip and magnetic charging cable, for

solution made of light-weight

body, to the exact measurements of

the tablet. This allowed for a durable
solution, suitable for emergency
situations.

The Challenge

The case has an ergonomically

A National rescue organization that

strap for easy grip and comfortable

provides emergency pre-hospital
medical care and ambulances,

required a solution that would allow
them to dock and charge tablets in
their vehicles.

The solution had to be shock-resistant

and durable, and be easily docked and
released, as the teams operate under
pressure and in high-speed driving
conditions.

designed Hand Grip with an adjustable
hold. It has a 360-degree tablet

rotation that easily accommodates

modes. Complete with a fast-release
easy and quick charging. A

shock-proof bracket and holder

complete the solution, alongside a

docking head and tray for a Bluetooth
keyboard.

This innovative solution by

Compulocks has since been deployed
on a fleet of over 1,000 ambulances.

Custom Design Work
Custom Designs

What makes us unique?

Compulocks’ expert R&D team can provide complete
product customization for clients who desire precise
requirements for a uniquely tailored hardware solution,
including branding, design and functionality.

Brilliant engineering, stunning designs and the highest
quality materials make us the first choice of Fortune 500
companies, resulting in prolific high-profile projects
across the world.

Let’s Connect!
Learn more about us

Contact us
www.compulocks.com
b2b@compulocks.com
+1800-948-0344

Compulocks Europe
www.maclocks.eu
eu@compulocks.com
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